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Hi Cassy,

Thanks for reaching out to me. Just use whatever Eliza did. Thanks and have a great holiday.

On Thu, Jul 3, 2014 at 12:01 PM, Cassy Burnett <cburnet1@swarthmore.edu> wrote:

Hi Danielle:

I hope you are enjoying your summer. Attached is the thesis release form that you completed for your E90 project. You were only suppose to check off one of the permissions. Can you please let me know which permission the library should use. Eliza checked off the first permission option that lets anyone see your thesis. Since you did the project together, you should both agree to the same permission. Thanks for your help.

Cassy Burnett
Administrative Coordinator
Department of Engineering &
Environmental Studies
Ph: 610-328-8071
Fax: 610-328-8082